Enhancement of echo-signal correlation in elastography using temporal stretching.
Echo-signal decorrelation due to tissue compression is a significant source of error in tissue displacement estimates obtained using crosscorrelation. Tissue displacement estimates are used to compute strain values for imaging the elasticity of biological soft tissues. The correlation coefficient between the pre- and post-compression echo rf signals reduces rapidly with signal decorrelation due to increased compression. Miniscule reductions in the value of the correlation coefficient can have a significant impact on the performance of the strain estimator as illustrated by the strain filter. Reducing the rate of signal decorrelation using temporal stretching (which improves the value of the correlation coefficient), significantly improves the performance of the strain filter. The reduction in the rate of signal decorrelation with the subsequent increase in the correlation coefficient using temporal stretching is discussed in this paper. Theoretical, simulation and experimental results quantify the enhancement in the value of the correlation coefficient attained with temporal stretching.